
Coberley Parish – Minor Highways Issues 

For Parish Council Meeting 17 January 2022 

 

1. Damaged signpost at junction to Upper Coberley, directly opposite Cowley 

junction, on A435 Still waiting for 1 sign when this arrives we will ask the 

contractor to book the Traffic Lights and roadspace for the works to be 

undertaken. ACTION: GCC Update on timescale please 

2. Warning signage on A435 stretch between Cowley and Coberley turnings. 

Damaged sign replaced, but matching set of signs to north of crossing has 

one sign which has completely faded and is totally illegible (presume horse-

rider sign). Not all the signs have arrived when they do we will ask the 

contractor to book traffic lights and roadspace for all the works on the A435 

ACTION: GCC Update on timescale please. 

3. Dead ash tree on verge on Coberley Road beside Ham Mead. With the Tree 

surgeon for action ACTION: GCC Update please 

4. Junction of road from Close Farm and the Cowley Road with main Coberley 

Road. ACTION: Timescale for give way markings please. Will ask for an 

update ACTION: GCC Update please 

5. A436/435 roundabout at Seven Springs. Directional road markings to be 

assessed and repainted. ACTION: Please advise outcome of assessment and 

timescale for action. Dan Tiffney is looking at this issue, will report back for 

your next meeting. ACTION: GCC Update please. 

6. Damaged gate post - Gated road and cattle grid, Coberley Road adjacent to 

Dowmans Barns.  GCC Highways reports that site checked and whilst the 

gate post is damaged, it is safe and operational.  Will be added to the list of 

minor works to deliver in the new financial year. However, the PC has reports 

that the gate does not latch properly (in order to be stock proof must be held 

closed with a rope or chain); Considered that it would be very difficult to open 

or close from horseback, hence not fit for purpose. Suggested that both gate 

and post should be replaced as a matter of urgency. ACTION: GCC to 

arrange repair urgently please. 


